This paper concerns the problem of efficiency of task allocation algorithms used in dynamic mesh structured systems. Expanding Square Strategy (ESS) algorithm was mainly evaluated. The goal was to determine in what kind of situations the ESS algorithm performs in the most efficient way and to compare the ESS to the Window Stack Based Algorithm. The investigations were made using the created simulator and the experimentation system designed and implemented by the authors. The analysis of simulation experiments results justifies some recommendations for using the allocation algorithms in practice.
Introduction
Over last two decades the computational power of computer systems has increased vastly. Such a growth was achieved by two combined methods. First is the increase of computational power of single processing unit (CPU), however, because of the complexity of electronics, it is getting harder in harder to push the limits of single processor. The second method consists in connecting single processors into multiple array clusters of CPUs (supercomputers). The theoretical computational power of such a system is directly proportional to the number of the used CPUs.
In order to effectively use the resources of a supercomputer, a task allocation algorithm should be used. The allocation algorithm is responsible for assigning required amount of unused processors to a specific task in such a way that the assigned sub-mesh of CPUs is consistent. The more efficient allocation process is the more effectively-used the supercomputer is. Many propositions of allocation algorithms based on such ideas as Adaptive Scan, Buddy Strategy, First Fit, Best Fit, Stack Based Algorithm, evolutionary approach can be found in the literature, e.g., [1] [2] [3] [4] .
The objective of this paper is to apply simulation technique to examine the efficiency of Expanding Square Strategy (ESS) algorithm in mesh networks [5] as well as to compare results given by this algorithm to that obtained with the Window Stack Based Algorithm (WSBA) [6] .
A few assumptions were made for the task allocation problem: (i) the mesh topology is two-dimensional, (ii) tasks are ordered in a queue which is served as First In First Out (FIFO) scheme. In order to produce satisfying results an experimentation system was developed. The system allows simulating the behaviour of ESS and WSBA algorithms in specified-size mesh environment regarding task queue matching given parameters.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains the allocation problem statement. Section 3 describes the ESS and WSBA algorithms, respectively. Section 4 presents the experimentation system. The results of simulation experiments are discussed in Section 5. Section 6 contains conclusion and final remarks.
Allocation Problem
In order to explain the allocation problem the following notions and definitions are introduced. Mesh is a set of nodes connected with respect to specific order. For the purpose of the allocation problem twodimensional meshes will be used which are matrices of processors. A full mesh M(W, H) is a rectangular mesh consisting of W x H nodes (W -width, H -height). Node represents a single processor and is a basic element of the mesh. Nodes are marked as <i, j> where i denotes a column and j is a row in mesh structure. Task is a representation of computer program which has to be executed by processors belonging to the mesh M.
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A task is described by: T cycles -the number of cycles needed to finish the execution (determines for how much time the task will be using assigned processors), T cpu -the number of processors required by the task. All the tasks reside in execution queue and are served in FIFO scheme. In order to execute a task a set of unused nodes with specific size -matching the demands -is needed. Scheduler is a residual program responsible for allocating required amount of processors to a task. It uses the allocation algorithm to determine which CPUs will be assigned. Busy Node is a node which is allocated at specific time and for that moment cannot be used. Free Node is a node which is not used at specific time and can be allocated. Allocation algorithm is a procedure for choosing nodes within a mesh to locate tasks. Measures of allocation efficiency are two indicators introduced for determining the efficiency of allocation algorithm, including: -Mesh fulfillment (M ful ) which is defined (1) as the relation between all currently busy nodes and all nodes in mesh: (2) as the number of free nodes which do not belong to the biggest free window (the biggest fragment of consistent free nodes available in a mesh):
The higher the mesh fulfillment is and the lower the mesh fragmentation is, the more efficient the allocation algorithm performs.
Allocation Algorithms

Expanding Square Strategy (ESS)
The algorithm starts in single free node, and then it expands in each direction by one node (a growing square) and allocates all free nodes within the boundaries of generated square or rectangle. The execution stops when number of selected nodes is equal to the number of required processors (T cpu ) or when further expanding does not increase the number of the available nodes. If such an incident occurs the next starting point is chosen. The allocation is considered as impossible when all possible starting points have just been examined. If the allocation process cannot be completed, i.e., there are not enough free nodes to satisfy the tasks demands then the task waits in queue till some busy nodes becomes free. At this moment, the allocation process starts from the beginning. An example of the ESS algorithm is presented in Fig. 2 . The ESS algorithm is described in detail in [5] .
Window Stack ased Algorithm (WSBA)
The basic concept of WSBA is based on creating a list of rectangular windows containing all free nodes in the mesh [6] [7] . After the list is created, an adequate window is chosen (a window which contains as many free nodes as the currently allocated task demands). If all available windows have been examined and cannot provide required amount of free nodes then the allocation process for such a task is considered impossible. An example of WSBA in action is shown in Fig. 3 . 
Experimentation System
An examination of the efficiency of the Expanding Square Strategy and Window Stack Based algorithms were performed with the designed and implemented simulator called simMESH. The simulation environment was based on the concept of multistage experiment described by the authors of this paper [8] and developed in [9] . Figure 4 . Experimentation system scheme.
The simulator allows fixing as input parameters: size of mesh (number of nodes W and H), number of tasks, tasks requirements regarding processors demands and time cycles of tasks. As outputs, the calculated values of the two indicators:
which are expressed by formula (1) and formula (2), respectively, are produced.
Investigations
The aim of the investigations was to examine the efficiency of Expanding Square Strategy algorithm and determine in what cases the algorithm performs most effectively.
In simulation experiments, the processors mesh was 2D full mesh M(24, 24) composed of 576 nodes (W=24, H=24). The task queue was fulfilled with identical tasks for which the total CPU demand was at least twice higher than the number of available processors.
For example, when testing ESS, the scheduler had to allocate the processors for 288 tasks with CPU demands equalled to 4 (T cpu =4). Each task was characterized by randomly chosen number of cycles between 2 and 5 (1<T cycles <6). The experiment was performed for tasks with T cpu = n 2 where n = 2,…, 18. Each single experiment was repeated (performed ten times) to gain statistically significant results. The obtained results in this case are presented in Table 1 . Table 2 presents the results of WSBA obtained for the same input data as these used for ESS. When task core requirement reaches certain level then the algorithm allocates the tasks with constant efficiency regardless the try a significant detonation of mesh fulfillment occurs. Figure 6 . WSBA -Mesh fulfillment and fragmentation.
After the task core requirement exceeds 144 cores (T cpu >144) WSBA effectiveness degrades significantly. The results in Table 3 concern the comparison between the efficiency of ESS and WSBA algorithms. The last two columns denote the difference ESS vs. WSBA. The results are unambiguous -for every task core requirement ESS efficiency is equal or greater than WSBA efficiency. In each try, the mesh fulfillment of ESS is greater than or equal to WSBA. Moreover, the mesh fragmentation of ESS is less than or equal WSBA (see Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 ). It may be observed that after reaching some point, increasing the tasks CPU demands (T cpu ) increases the mesh fragmentation (M frag ) and decreases mesh fulfillment (M ful ). Overall performance of both algorithms starts to degrade, however, for WSBA algorithm this phenomenon occurs for lower task core requirement than for ESS algorithm.
Conclusion and Final Remarks
In general, the initial results obtained from simulation experiments are inconclusive and at this stage of the research it is not possible to determine exactly the best input parameters for the ESS algorithm. The problem needs further investigation. Nevertheless, according to the obtained results some conclusions can be drawn.
• When the processor requirements (T cpu ) of single task in the queue reach 25% of all mesh nodes (T cpu > 0.25*AllNodes), then the performance of ESS algorithm starts to degrade, however, the degradation scale is significantly lower than for WSBA algorithm.
• When the CPU demands of each task waiting in the queue exceed the number of half of available processors (T cpu > 0.5*AllNodes), then the effectiveness of the algorithm becomes poor. Because of the high demands the algorithm can allocate only one task per iteration. Such a situation occurs despite of the type of algorithm -it is observed that the assignment of more than one task at time is not possible. The comparison between the efficiency of ESS and WSBA algorithms is unambiguous and indicates that ESS performs better. In each experimental case the performance measured after applying the WSBA algorithm is lower than or equal to the results obtained with usage of ESS.
The initial results indicates the existence of situations (sets of input parameters) when the ESS algorithm performs most effectively. However, a further investigation and deeper analysis is needed in order to discover the dependencies between the task CPU requirements (T cpu ) and number of the total nodes in mesh. Such multistage and multi-aspects investigations are planned to be made using the ideas proposed by the authors in [8] .
Another idea for further research is to create and examine a developed simulator with a hybrid scheduler. The scheduler would use not one but many allocation algorithms depending on the task queue and tasks parameters. During the process of task queuing, the task parameters (T cpu and T cycles ) would be carefully examined, and then based on investigations for each task in the queue most promising algorithm would be assigned. The scheduler would allocate the nodes according to the algorithm chosen for a currently served task.
